
Off-site hosting examples
Examples of non-campus-based web and web-related services, such as domain hosting.

Please notify ChemIT of any changes to your web hosting
ChemIT will ensure that your Cornell domain name <pi_name.chem.cornell.edu> is set up correctly to wherever you are hosting your pages, if possible.

Web hosting

See also

http://www.websitetooltester.com/en/website-builder-reviews/
Non-Cornell domain names

GigHub Pages

Marohn's web sites

http://marohn.chem.cornell.edu/ =>   (request fulfilled 7/9/15)http://johnmarohn.github.io/

Migrated from CU Blogs July 2015, in response to CIT charging for CU Blogs and theme expiring (wpmu-triden) so had to do something anyway.

Their how-to regarding what group must do go "receive" (Cornell's) cname at this site:

https://help.github.com/articles/adding-a-cname-file-to-your-repository/

Info about this service:

https://pages.github.com/
https://help.github.com/articles/what-are-github-pages/

Their "Pages" service is free for public pages, which is usually sufficient.

Here's info if you are interested in their plans, which extend beyond web hosting (their "Pages" offering):

https://help.github.com/articles/what-plan-should-i-choose/
https://github.com/pricing
https://education.github.com

7/7/2016 - Abruna group moved from GitHub back to CU Blogs

Domain service and web hosting

See also

Non-Cornell domain names

Moonfruit

Aye's web site

UPDATE, January 2016

Aye group moved off of this web hosting service to CU Blogs.
Aye group moved off of the associated DNS service, and their new .registrar/ DNS service provider is now  hover.com

Old info

This service's web site required Flash; won't work within iOS.

http://ayelab.org/ => http://yimonaye.moonfruit.com/

Note that this web host serves Flash pages so not really usable via iOS (such as an iPad).

History with attempt to migrate Aye's web site:

http://www.websitetooltester.com/en/website-builder-reviews/
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http://yimonaye.moonfruit.com/


Tried migrating from   => ) to CU Blogsoff-site hosting (http://ayelab.org/ http://yimonaye.moonfruit.com/
8/22/13: Decided not to move it to CU Blogs. CU Blogs had not meet her needs for the level of investment she was able to afford to migrate in 
2012.

Couldn't make it identical, easily, even with CIT's help.

http://ayelab.org/
http://yimonaye.moonfruit.com/
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